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Abstract

Current methods for decomposing class differentials in educational decisions into primary and secondary effects produce many parameters, rendering them ill-equipped for parsimonious comparisons across countries or birth cohorts. This paper develops a parametric method that provides an optimal summary of primary and secondary effects across discrete class origins. Under the testable assumption that the pattern of effects of class origins on academic ability is proportional to the pattern of effects of class origins on educational choice net of academic ability, the method returns a single summary measure. Applying the method to two cohorts born in the UK in 1958 and 1970 suggests that—even with increasing overall inequality of educational opportunity—the contribution of secondary effects to class differentials in A-level completion has remained constant between the two cohorts.

**Keywords:** primary effects; secondary effects; decomposition; logit; logistic
Summary

1. Introduction

Educational stratification researchers have become increasingly occupied with decomposing social class differentials in educational decisions into primary and secondary effects. In this context, primary effects refer to the indirect effect of social class on the educational decision that results from class differences in academic ability or performance, while secondary effects refer to the direct effect of social class on the educational decision holding academic ability constant. Following Boudon (1974), current research gives theoretical interpretation to these two effects: Whereas primary effects are a result of class differences in genetic and socio-cultural dispositions, secondary effects stem from class differences in the expected returns to completing a certain educational level. Higher class students need to attain a relatively higher level of schooling than lower class students, if they are to avoid downward mobility and enter the same or higher social class as their parents (Breen & Goldthorpe, 1997).

While the theoretical interpretations of primary and secondary effects have been spelled out rather convincingly, stratification researchers continue to discuss how best to identify and quantify primary and secondary effects in empirical analyses. One strand of research directly estimates the theoretical parameters governing the model of relative risk aversion by Breen and Goldthorpe (1997) (Becker, 2003; Becker & Hecken, 2009; Breen & Yaish, 2006; Gabay-Egozi, Shavit, & Yaish, 2010; Holm & Jæger, 2008; Jacob & Weiss, 2011; Jæger & Holm, 2012; Need & de Jong, 2001; Stocké, 2007; van de Werfhorst & Hofstede, 2007), while another strand indirectly infers the relative importance of secondary effects over primary effects from observed correlations between social class, educational
This paper offers a solution to this issue. It presents a method for summarizing the relative contributions of primary and secondary effects to class differentials in educational choices across discrete measures of social class. Drawing on work by Breen and Karlson (2012), I use a parametric approach that—under a testable proportionally assumption—provides a single, yet optimal, summary. The method is based on regression models with parametrically weighted predictor variables; a strategy that has a long tradition in stratification research and social science research more generally (Yamaguchi, 2002). For example, one type of model is the unidiff or log-multiplicative layer-effect model (Erikson & Goldthorpe, 1992; Xie, 1992), another is the stereotyped ordered regression of Anderson (1984), and a third is the diagonal reference model of Sobel (1981). The approach I suggest deviates from these models in that it places a cross-equation proportionality constraint on the social class effects on both academic ability and the educational decision net of academic ability. I apply the method to the case of trends in the primary and secondary effects in A-level completion for cohorts born 1958 and 1970 in the UK. The analysis shows that—despite increase in overall class inequalities in A-level completion—secondary effects have
been constant between the two birth cohorts, accounting for approximately two-thirds of the class differentials.

2. Existing methods and their limitations

The literature on primary and secondary effects provides several ways of decomposing class differentials in discrete educational choices (Erikson et al., 2005; Buis, 2010; Karlson & Holm, 2011; Morgan, 2012). One limitation pertaining to all of these methods is that, whenever discrete measures of social class are employed, they produce a plethora of parameters. This issue arises because each contrast between classes is assigned a primary and a secondary effect. In analyses involving $J$ social classes, the total number of contrasts is $\frac{1}{2}J(J-1)$. In analyses involving five origin classes, this amounts to 10 contrasts and consequently 10 primary and secondary effects. Seven class analyses would return 21 primary and secondary effects. If researchers are interested in particular class contrasts, then such detailed information may prove valuable. But in cross-country and cross-cohort analyses—so central to the stratification discipline—researchers often prefer optimal summaries of results as the basis for comparisons (Breen & Karlson, 2012).

The literature on decompositions of primary and secondary effects has suggested two ways of solving the issue of having too much information. The first is to collapse social classes into a few, large classes (e.g., Jackson et al., 2007). This strategy is useful whenever collapsing classes does not ignore important heterogeneity within the larger classes. While the validity of collapsing classes in principle can be tested, it is far from clear how researchers should proceed if collapsing classes ignores important information. The second approach takes a simple average of decomposition percentages over class contrasts (e.g., Karlson & Holm, 2011). While this approach allows for many contrasts, it does not assign proper weights to each of the decomposition percentages. Moreover, in their application of
this approach, Karlson and Holm (2011) took the average over only a subset of all class contrasts, ignoring potential heterogeneity in the remaining contrasts.

A further issue relating to the abundance of parameters arises in the method by Erikson et al. (2005) (also see, Jackson et al., 2007). The method produces two sets of primary and secondary effect estimates, introducing indeterminacy in how best to report the results (Buis, 2010). Jackson et al. (2007) suggest reporting the simple average of the two. Whether this approach can be considered optimal is yet to be explored.

In sum, existing methods for decomposing primary and secondary effects produce much information, and no common approach for optimally summarizing this information has been developed. To develop such an approach, I draw on the recent work by Breen and Karlson (2012), who suggests a general method for summarizing the extent to which education mediates social mobility. To provide optimal summaries, they suggest combining the decomposition method of Karlson, Holm, and Breen (2012) and Breen, Karlson, and Holm (Forthcoming) with using parametrically weighted predictor variables, i.e., applying proportionality constraints to vectors of class coefficients. In what follows I extend this method to primary and secondary effects decompositions.

3. Summarizing primary and secondary effects

3.1. The method by Karlson, Holm, and Breen

I first briefly explain the method by Karlson, Holm, and Breen (2012), as this is developed in Breen, Karlson, and Holm (Forthcoming) and Karlson and Holm (2011). Let $y^*$ be a continuous latent propensity to complete a certain educational level. Let $x$ be a discrete measure of social class with $j = 1, 2, \ldots, J$ classes, where $j = 1$ is a reference category, and let $z$ be a continuous measure of academic ability. I first regress $x$ and $z$ on $y^*$,

$$y^* = \alpha + \sum_{j=2}^{J} \beta_j x_j + \gamma z + e,$$

(1)
and then regress $x$ on $z$,

$$
z = \mu + \sum_{j=2}^{J} \theta_j x_j + v
$$

where $e$ and $v$ are independent error terms, $\beta_j$ is the $j$th direct effect of social class on the educational propensity net of academic ability (with each effect being interpreted relative to the reference category), $\gamma$ is the direct effect of academic ability on the educational propensity net of social class, and $\theta_j$ is the $j$th unconditional effect of social class on academic ability. In terms of primary and secondary effects, $\beta_j$ is the secondary effect and $\gamma \theta_j$ is the primary effect for class $j$, with $\beta_j + \gamma \theta_j$ being the total class differential in the educational propensity for class $j$ (relative to class $j = 1$) (Karlson & Holm, 2011).

However, because $y^*$ is latent, $\beta_j$ and $\gamma$ are not identified. Now assume that we observe a binary manifestation of $y^*$, $y$, such that

$$
y = 1 \text{ if } y^* > 0
$$

$$
y = 0 \text{ if otherwise.}
$$

If we place a distributional assumption on the error term, $e$, in (1), then we can derive the logistic response model. Rewrite the error term in (1), $e = \sigma \omega$, where $\omega$ is assumed to be a standard logistic random variable, with mean zero and variance $\pi^2/3$, and $\sigma$ is a scale parameter, allowing the standard deviation of the error to differ from that of the standardized logistic distribution (Cramer, 2003). Under this assumption, write the logistic response model corresponding to the latent linear model in (1) as

$$
\logit(y = 1) = a + \sum_{j=2}^{J} b_j x_j + cz ,
$$

where $a = \frac{\alpha}{\sigma}$, $\sum_{j=2}^{J} b_j = \sum_{j=2}^{J} \frac{\beta_j}{\sigma}$, and $c = \frac{\gamma}{\sigma}$ (see Karlson, Holm, & Breen, 2012). In other words, using the logistic model in (4), we can identify the underlying regression coefficients
up to scale, with the scale parameter being a simple function of the latent error variance in (1).

As noted by Karlson and Holm (2011), the scale identification of the logistic regression coefficients means that the direct and indirect (via academic ability) effects of social class on the educational propensity are also identified up to scale. In this context, for class \( j \) (relative to class \( j = 1 \)), \( b_j = \frac{\beta_j}{\sigma} \) is the direct effect, \( c\theta_j = \frac{\gamma\theta_j}{\sigma} \) is the indirect effect, and \( b_j + c\theta_j = \frac{\beta_j + \gamma\theta_j}{\sigma} \) is the total class differential. Yet, the fraction of the total class differential that is a result of the indirect effect through academic ability,

\[
\frac{c\theta_j}{b_j + c\theta_j} = \frac{\gamma\theta_j}{\beta_j + \gamma\theta_j},
\]

is a scale-free measure, and so is the fraction that is a result of the direct effect,

\[
1 - \frac{c\theta_j}{b_j + c\theta_j} = \frac{\beta_j}{\beta_j + \gamma\theta_j}.
\]

In primary and secondary effect decompositions, (5a) is the primary effect, while (5b) is the secondary effect.

In passing I notice that giving indirect and direct effects the theoretical interpretation of primary and secondary effects rests on an assumption not tested here. Primary effects are rooted in socio-cultural differences between classes and find their expression in unequal academic abilities, while secondary effects are rooted in the fear of social demotion that leads to class differentials in the returns to a given level of education. Yet, the fear of social demotion might also lead parents to invest in their offspring’s abilities, as hypothesized in human capital theories of the family (Becker & Tomes, 1986). When this is the case, primary effects are overstated in decompositions as the one stated in (5). Thus, the decomposition in (5) only identifies the relative contribution of primary and secondary effects to the class
differential in an educational decision under the assumption that the fear of social demotion does not lead families to rationally invest in their offspring's academic abilities.

3.2. Applying proportional constraints

Following a well-established tradition in sociological methodology (Yamaguchi, 2002), in a recent paper Breen and Karlson (2012) suggest placing proportionality constraints on parametrically weighted predictor variables to provide optimal summaries of the mediating role of education in social mobility. Here I extend their ideas to the case of primary and secondary effects. The idea is to place a proportionality constraint on the vectors of social class coefficients in Equations (4) and (2), assuming that the pattern of direct class effects on the educational decision (net of academic ability) in (4) is proportional to the pattern of class effects on academic ability in (2).

The method I develop is best understood in terms sheaf coefficients (Heise, 1972; Whitt, 1986). A sheaf coefficient is a parametrically weighted block of predictor variables, yielding a single coefficient for the block of variables. With nominal variables, such as social class, the sheaf coefficient thus provides a single class coefficient in which the contribution of each class variable is optimally weighted to explain the outcome variable of interest.¹ This property also means that the sheaf coefficient does not depend on the choice of reference dummy for nominal variables (Heise, 1972), i.e., the method yields identical results irrespective of chosen reference social class.

The sheaf coefficient can be considered the effect of a latent variable with no measurement error. In the context of the approach I develop here, this latent variable is defined as

¹ The expression "optimally weighted" should be understood in the regression sense of the word, as a linear combination maximizing the explanatory power of the model (Yamaguchi 2002).
\[ \eta = \sum_{j=2}^{J} \lambda_j x_j \]  

(6)

where \( \lambda_j \) is the weight for class \( j \). Replacing the latent variable in (6) with the class dummies in (1) and (2) gives

\[ y^* = \kappa + \varphi_1 \eta + \pi z + u = \kappa + \varphi_1 \sum_{j=2}^{J} \lambda_j x_j + \pi z + u \]  

(7)

\[ z = \psi + \varphi_1 \eta + w = \psi + \varphi_1 \sum_{j=2}^{J} \lambda_j x_j + w \]  

(8)

where \( \varphi_1 \) is the effect of the latent social class variable on the educational propensity and \( \varphi_2 \) is the corresponding effect on academic ability. Because the latent variable in (6), \( \eta \), enters both (7) and (8), the system of equations assume that the vector of class coefficients in (7) is proportional to the vector of class coefficients in (8).

To identify the parameters for the decomposition, we need to make two assumptions. First, to derive the logistic counterpart to (7), we assume that \( y \) is a binary manifestation \( y^* \) as in (3), and that \( u \) is logistically distributed such that \( u = \omega \sigma \), where \( \omega \) is standard logistic random variable and \( \sigma \) is a scale parameter.\(^2\) This yields

\[ \text{logit}(y = 1) = k + \varphi \sum_{j=2}^{J} \lambda_j x_j + pz, \]  

(9)

where \( k = \frac{\kappa}{\sigma}, \varphi = \frac{\varphi_1}{\sigma}, \) and \( p = \frac{\pi}{\sigma}. \)

Second, to identify the system of equations in (8) and (9), I place a constraint on \( \varphi_2 \) in (8), with \( \varphi_2 = 1 \). This choice of constraint is arbitrary, because I could have constrained other parameters, or because I could have chosen another value for \( \varphi_2 \). Yet, \( \varphi_2 = 1 \) is a convenient

\(^2\) This scale parameter will differ from the scale parameter in the model in (1), but I use the same letter, \( \sigma \), for ease of exposition.
choice for the approach I suggest here, because it simplifies the expressions for the direct and indirect effects.

The system of equations in (8) and (9) can be estimated using maximum likelihood in which both equations are estimated simultaneously under the proportionality constraint. The Appendix provides the maximum likelihood program, implemented in Stata© version 12, which I use in the empirical analyses in a later section. The full Stata© dofile generating my results can be accessed through the journal's website.

While the first assumption—that of the logistic error term—cannot be tested, the proportionality constraint, $\varphi_2 = 1$, can. The constraint can be tested with a simple likelihood ratio (LR) test that evaluates the difference in log likelihoods between the constrained model and an unconstrained model relative to the difference in degrees of freedom. The unconstrained model is a model in which no constraints are placed on the vector of social class coefficients, i.e., the logit equation and the linear equation each have their own class coefficient vector.

The LR test is informative about the extent to which providing a single summary measure is meaningful. Whenever the LR test does not reject the null hypothesis of no difference in model fits, the constraint holds and the summary measure provides a useful summary of primary and secondary effects. In contrast, whenever the LR test does reject the null, the constraint does not hold and it is difficult to provide a meaningful summary. The researcher should consequently inquire into the reasons for this lack of proportionality and evaluate whether the proportionality assumption appears overly restrictive. Because the likelihood ratio test depends on sample size, in analyses involving large data sets, researchers will often reject the null of no difference in model fits. In these situations, researchers should carefully inspect the coefficient vectors in the unconstrained model to evaluate the reasonableness of the assumption. If the assumption appears implausible, then researchers
should consider specifying less restrictive models with fewer constraints. Such type of models would allow for, say, two-dimensional effects of the social class variable across the equations, much similar to the logic of model selection in the stereotyped ordered regression of Anderson (1984). However, while this strategy points to a more general class of models, it loses parsimony and I do not develop it further in this paper.

Under the two assumptions—the logit assumption and the parameter constraint—it is possible to derive an optimal summary of the relative contributions of primary and secondary effects to class differentials in educational decisions. Applying the decomposition rules in Breen, Karlson, and Holm (2012), I obtain the following decomposition:

Direct effect: \[ \phi_f = \frac{\phi_1}{\sigma} \]  
(10a)

Indirect effect: \[ p\phi_2 = p = \frac{\pi}{\sigma} \]  
(10b)

Total effect: \[ \phi_f + p\phi_2 = \frac{\phi_1 + \pi}{\sigma} \]  
(10c)

where the first equalities in (10b) and (10c) hold given the constraint \( \phi_2 = 1 \). Consequently, I can derive the fraction of the total effect that is a result of the indirect effect, i.e., the primary effect, as

\[ \frac{p}{\phi_f + p} = \frac{\pi}{\phi_1 + \pi} \]  
(11a)

and the fraction owing to the direct effect, i.e., the secondary effect, as

\[ 1 - \frac{p}{\phi_f + p} = \frac{\phi_1}{\phi_1 + \pi} \]  
(11b)

The fractions in (11) are both scale-free measures, meaning that they are useful for comparative purposes.
4. Application

4.1. Data

To illustrate the use of summary measure, I analyze data from two cohorts born in 1958 and 1970 in the UK. I apply the methods to the data set used in Breen and Goldthorpe (2001).³ The data set for the 1958 cohort is the National Child Development Study, and for the 1970 cohort the British Cohort Study. I restrict my sample to students with valid information on all variables, returning 3,566 respondents for the 1958 cohort and 3,970 respondents for the 1970 cohort. I refer to Breen and Goldthorpe (2001) for a detailed description of the data.

I use whether (1) or not (0) the student completed his or her A-levels as my binary outcome variable.⁴ This information was tapped at age 23 for the 1958 cohort and at age 26 for the 1970 cohort. The fraction of a cohort completing A-levels increased slightly across the two surveys; 37.1 percent in the 1958 cohort and 39.0 percent in the 1970 cohort. For my measure of father's social class, I use a seven class version of the EGP schema (Erikson & Goldthorpe, 1992):

I Upper service
II Lower service
III Routine nonmanual
IV Petty bourgeoisie
V Supervisors etc.
VI Skilled manual
VII Nonskilled manual

³ I thank Richard Breen for kindly sharing the data.
⁴ I use Breen and Goldthorpe's coding (2001) of the educational attainment variable into the National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) classification. The variable consists of six levels, ranging from no qualification to higher degree. I collapse NVQ levels 0-2 for respondents not completing A-levels and 3-5 for students who complete A-levels.
The father's class information was tapped at ages 11 and 10 in the 1958 and 1970 cohort, respectively; that is, in 1969 and 1980. As Table 1 shows, the class distribution of fathers changed across that decade: The fraction placed in the service class increased from 27 percent for the 1958 cohort to 39 percent for the 1970 cohort. Similarly, the fraction in unskilled manual occupations decreased from 19 percent to 11 percent.

-- TABLE 1 HERE --

I measure academic performance with the cognitive ability tests used in Breen and Goldthorpe (2001). For the 1958 cohort, a general ability test was administered at age 11. For the 1970 cohort, a very similar ability test was administered at age 10. Both variables are standardized to have mean zero and unit variance in each cohort. Finally, I include gender as a control covariate in all models, thereby controlling all decompositions for the potentially confounding influence of this variable.

4.2 Results using the method by Karlson, Holm, and Breen

Table 2 reports for each class contrast in each cohort the percentage of the class differential in A-level completion that is a result of secondary effects, using the method in Karlson and Holm (2011). Ignoring the outlier in class contrast VI and V, the overall pattern for the 1958 cohort suggests that secondary effects dominate primary effects, and I find a very similar pattern for the 1970 cohort. The two cohorts however differ in the percentage level in roughly half of the class contrasts. For example, for contrast II and III, the role of secondary effects has declined dramatically between the cohorts, from 83.4 percent to 1.1, suggesting that primary effects explain most of this class differential in 1970 cohort. Other examples of such differences between cohorts can be considered, but in this analysis I simply emphasize that significant cohort variation exists in the magnitudes of secondary effects.

5 Results calculated with Stata© ado file, khb, by Kohler, Karlson, and Holm (2011).
4.3. Results using the summary measure

The question however arises whether secondary effects have come to play a more important role, overall, in generating class differentials in A-level completion across the two cohorts. While the detailed and disaggregated information in Table 2 provides an entry to studying such changes, it is not immediately clear how to summarize the results for each cohort in an optimal way from the percentages in the table. Using a simple average of secondary effects percentages, as suggested in Karlson and Holm (2011), would, for example, be highly misleading, because of the outlier in class contrast VI and V in the 1958 cohort. While many alternative summaries could be constructed, I here report the results based on the joint model involving the latent social class variable ($\eta$), as defined in Equations (6), (8), and (9). The model is estimated using maximum likelihood. The Appendix shows the program, and the full Stata© dofile generating the results can be accessed through the journal's website.

Table 3, which shows the model results for each cohort, is divided into four parts. Firstly I report the coefficients for the logit equation predicting A-level completion [Equation (9)], secondly the linear model predicting the academic ability variable [Equation (8)], thirdly the latent variable equation with social class dummies predicting the latent social class variable [Equation (6)], and fourthly model summary statistics.

For the 1958 cohort, the effect of the latent variable in the A-level equation—that is, the proportionality factor—is $\varphi_1 = 1.257$, suggesting that the vector of social class coefficients is roughly 25 percent larger in this equation than in the academic ability equation. In other words, $\varphi_1 = 1.257$ represents the overall relative deviation from the effect of the latent social class variable, constrained to $\varphi_2 = 1$, in the academic ability equation.
However, in the final row of Table 3 I report the p-value of the likelihood ratio test, comparing the constrained model in Table 3 with an unconstrained model. The unconstrained model is a model in which the A-level and ability equations each have their own vector of social class coefficients. The p-value is 0.044, indicating that the constrained model has a significantly poorer fit to the data and, consequently, the parametric constraint is not well-supported by the data. In other words, a parsimonious summary of primary and secondary effects cannot readily be given for the 1958 cohort. To inquire into this issue, Table 4 reports the vector of social class coefficients for the unconstrained models. An informal evaluation of the coefficients for the 1958 cohort suggests that the proportionality assumption is violated for classes III and V. Nonetheless, because the ordering of social class effects is quite similar across the two equations, keeping the proportionality constraint does not appear overly restrictive, and so, in this example, I keep this constraint in order for me to compare primary and secondary effects between the two cohorts.

-- TABLE 4 HERE --

For the 1970 cohort, I find a pattern of results which is similar to the 1958 cohort. However, the magnitudes of coefficients for the logit equation predicting A-level completion cannot be compared, since these coefficients are measured on scales that differ in unidentifiable ways (Allison, 1999). Yet, one important difference between the two cohorts is that the constrained model in the 1970 cohort fits the data as well as the unconstrained model. The likelihood ratio test returns a p-value of 0.359, suggesting that for this cohort a parsimonious summary of primary and secondary effects can be given.

Despite the lack of model fit for the 1958 cohort, in Table 5 I report the summary decomposition of class differentials in A-level completion using the constrained models in Table 3. While the direct, indirect, and total effects cannot be compared across cohorts (given their cohort-specific scales), the relative contributions of primary and secondary effects can.
Using the decomposition in Equation (11), I find that the fraction of the total class differential that is a result of secondary effects is highly similar between the two cohorts; 61.2 and 62.8 percent for the 1958 and 1970 cohort, respectively.

-- TABLE 5 HERE --

In sum, the role played by the fear of social demotion in the generation of class differentials in A-level completion dominates and has changed little between the 1958 and 1970 cohorts. To better understand this result in the context of overall class inequality in A-level completion, the final column of Table 5 reports McKelvey and Zavoina’s (1975) R-squared from a logit model regressing the A-level dummy on the social class dummies. This measure has been suggested as a general, scale-invariant measure of inequality of educational opportunity, suitable for comparative stratification research (Breen, Holm, & Karlson, 2012). For the 1958 cohort, the R-squared is 7.3 percent, indicating that of the total variance in the propensity to complete A-levels, social class explains 7.3 percent. However, for the 1970 cohort, the R-squared has almost doubled to 13.5 percent, suggesting that social class has become a stronger predictor of A-level completion between the two cohorts. In this context of increasing inequality of educational opportunity, stable primary and secondary effects point to that the relative importance of the two mechanisms generating class inequalities in acquiring A-level credentials has remained unchanged.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a solution to the problem that current methods for decomposing class differentials in educational decisions produce a plethora parameters. It develops a simple approach using parametrically weighted predictor variables to obtain a single, yet optimal,

---

6 This is calculated using user-written command, _nleorr_, for Stata© version 12.
summary measure of primary and secondary effects. The summary measure is useful in research aiming at making parsimonious comparisons of primary and secondary effects across layers such as countries or cohorts. Yet, while the method is advantageous for this type of research, its assumption of proportionality also presents researchers with challenges in situations when the assumption does not hold. In these situations, researchers need to carefully inspect the data to understand why the assumption is violated and whether it can be considered consequential for the results. Future research needs to consider both the methodological and substantive consequences of marked violations of the proportionality assumption for comparative studies of the role of primary and secondary effects in the generation of class inequalities in educational attainment.
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Appendix

Stata code for ml program implementing the constrained model.

* Proportionality, ML program
progr drop _all
program define prop
args todo b lnf
tempvar pi1 pi2 xbo exp
tempname b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 a1 phi1 g1 k1 a2 phi2 k2 lnsigma
mleval `b1' = `b', eq(1)
mleval `b2' = `b', eq(2)
mleval `b3' = `b', eq(3)
mleval `b4' = `b', eq(4)
mleval `b5' = `b', eq(5)
mleval `b6' = `b', eq(6)
mleval `a1' = `b', eq(7)
mleval `phi1' = `b', eq(8)
mleval `g1' = `b', eq(9)
mleval `k1' = `b', eq(10)
mleval `a2' = `b', eq(11)
mleval `phi2' = `b', eq(12)
mleval `k2' = `b', eq(13)
mleval `lnsigma' = `b', eq(14)
quietly {
* Binary logit (main)
gen double `xbo' = `b1'*fcl_I + `b2'*fcl_II + `b3'*fcl_III +
`b4'*fcl_IV + `b5'*fcl_V + `b6'*fcl_VI
gen double `exp' = exp(`a1' + `phi1'*`xbo' + `g1'*abil + `k1'*female)
gen double `pi1' = 1/(1+`exp') if alevel == 0
replace `pi1' = `exp'/((1+`exp')) if alevel == 1
* Linear model (auxiliary)
gen double `pi2' = normalden(abil, `a2' + `phi2'*`xbo' + `k2'*female, exp(`lnsigma'))
* Joint ML
mlsum `lnf' = ln(`pi1'*`pi2')
}
end

* Estimation
constraint define 1 [phi2]_cons = 1
ml model d0 prop /b1 /b2 /b3 /b4 /b5 /b6 /a1 /phi1 /g1 /k1 /a2 /phi2 /k2 /
lnsigma , constraint(1)
ml check
ml init .9 .7 .5 .3 .25 .2 -1 1.5 .9 -.2 -.5 1 .1 0, copy
ml maximize
di "Sec. eff. pct. = " 100 - ([phi2]_cons*[g1]_cons)/([phi1]_cons + [phi2]_cons*[g1]_cons) * 100 " %"

Stata code for ml program implementing the unconstrained model, for likelihood ratio test.

* Independence, ML program
progr drop _all
program define indep
args todo b lnf
tempvar pi1 pi2 xb1 xb2 exp
tempname b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 a1 g1 k1 a2 k2 lnsigma
mleval `a1' = `b', eq(1)
mleval `b1' = `b', eq(2)
mleval `b2' = `b', eq(3)
mleval `b3' = `b', eq(4)
mleval `b4' = `b', eq(5)
mleval `b5' = `b', eq(6)
mleval `b6' = `b', eq(7)
mleval `g1' = `b', eq(8)
mleval `k1' = `b', eq(9)
mleval `a2' = `b', eq(10)
mleval `t1' = `b', eq(11)
mleval `t2' = `b', eq(12)
mleval `t3' = `b', eq(13)
mleval `t4' = `b', eq(14)
mleval `t5' = `b', eq(15)
mleval `t6' = `b', eq(16)
mleval `k2' = `b', eq(17)
mleval `lnsigma' = `b', eq(18)
quietly {
    * Binary logit (main)
    gen double `xb1' = `b1'*fcl_I + `b2'*fcl_II + `b3'*fcl_III + `b4'*fcl_IV + `b5'*fcl_V + `b6'*fcl_VI
    gen double `xb2' = `t1'*fcl_I + `t2'*fcl_II + `t3'*fcl_III + `t4'*fcl_IV + `t5'*fcl_V + `t6'*fcl_VI
    gen double `exp' = exp(`a1' + `xb1' + `g1'*abil + `k1'*female)
    gen double `pi1' = 1/(1+`exp') if alevel == 0
    replace `pi1' = `exp'/(1+`exp') if alevel == 1
    * Linear model (auxiliary)
    gen double `pi2' = normalden(abil, `a2' + `xb2' + `k2'*female, exp(`lnsigma'))
    * Joint ML
    mlsum `lnf' = ln(`pi1'*`pi2')
}
end

* Estimation
ml model d0 indep /a1 /b1 /b2 /b3 /b4 /b5 /b6 /g1 /k1 /a2 /t1 /t2 /t3 /t4 /t5 /t6 /k2 /lnsigma
ml check
ml init -1 1.4 .9 .7 .4 .35 .2 .9 -.2 -.5 .9 .7 .5 .35 .3 .25 .1 .9, copy
ml maximize

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Description</th>
<th>1958</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Upper service</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>17.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Lower service</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>20.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Routine nonman.</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Petty bourg.</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>10.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Supervisors etc.</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Skilled manual</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>23.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Nonskilled manual</td>
<td>18.68</td>
<td>11.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I I II III IV V VI</td>
<td>I I II III IV V VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Upper service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Lower service</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Routine nonman.</td>
<td>76.9 83.4</td>
<td>54.2 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Petty bourg.</td>
<td>69.8 67.3 19.4</td>
<td>66.6 61.7 82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Supervisors etc.</td>
<td>73.9 75.1 65.4 95.1</td>
<td>62.2 55.0 70.8 -9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Skilled manual</td>
<td>62.6 55.5 22.4 24.4 2669.3</td>
<td>65.0 60.8 73.1 59.2 78.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Nonskilled manual</td>
<td>64.5 61.1 50.3 56.3 39.7 69.3</td>
<td>62.1 57.4 67.2 51.3 62.0 34.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1958</th>
<th></th>
<th>1970</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-level (logit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent social class variable ($\varphi_1$)</td>
<td>1.257</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>1.773</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic ability ($p$)</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (ref. Male)</td>
<td>-0.563</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.300</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>-1.428</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic ability (linear)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent social class variable ($\varphi_2$)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (ref. Male)</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-0.084</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.510</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>-0.353</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent social class variable ($\eta$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Upper service</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Lower service</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Routine nonman.</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Petty bourg.</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Supervisors etc.</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Skilled manual</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Nonskilled manual (ref.)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-2^{*}\text{LogL})</td>
<td>13,828.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>15,089.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value (test constrained vs. unconstrained model)</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All coefficients are significant on a five percent level.
TABLE 4. Vector of social class coefficients in unconstrained models. Logit and metric coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>1958</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-level (Logit)</td>
<td>Ability (Linear)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Upper service</td>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Lower service</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Routine nonman.</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Petty bourg.</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Supervisors etc.</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Skilled manual</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Nonskilled manual (ref.)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 5. Summary of primary and secondary effects under the proportionality assumption. Inequality of educational opportunity (IEO) is measured using the McKelvey and Zavoina's $R^2$ from a binary logit regression of A-level completion on the social class dummies. Estimates and standard errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1958</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct effect ($\varphi_1$)</td>
<td>1.257 (0.159)</td>
<td>1.773 (0.162)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect effect ($p\varphi_1$)</td>
<td>0.797 (0.042)</td>
<td>1.052 (0.050)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total effect ($\varphi_1 + p\varphi_1$)</td>
<td>2.054 (0.160)</td>
<td>2.825 (0.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary effect, %</td>
<td>61.19 (3.390)</td>
<td>62.76 (2.477)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEO, $R^2$, %</td>
<td>7.32 (0.977)</td>
<td>13.54 (1.138)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All standard errors calculated using the bootstrap, with 1,000 replications. Estimates of IEO in A-level completion in the 1958 and 1970 cohorts are statistically significantly different at a 0.001 significance level.